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From the editors
If you ask me what makes the M&SC
Magazine a good employee's magazine,
it is for example the "Meet" column. Not
only do the answers give a good picture
of the person behind the employee, they
also give an insight into how Xerox is
seen by its employees.
When asked what Xerox meant to Jackie
Meek, she answered that it was a company that offered her lots of chances.
Hans Eickmans refers to the organization

as 30 years of challenges, whilst for David
Coyne, Xerox is a company which makes a
difference and is full of great colleagues.
Of course, it's no accident that of the three
sites which form Xerox M&SC, the same
positive comments are heard. Human Attention Management takes a more and
more prominent place in Xerox and that
translates into the manner in which we
appraise ourselves and eachother's daily
work.

Apart from the column already mentioned, in this edition almost every other
article is full of optimism. We hope you
enjoy reading this edition, which we can
rightfully call a Spring edition.
Yvonne Piuk
P.S. Welcome back Hanneke

Union Learning initiative (ULI)

^Working for everybody's future'

I

t's time for everyone to think about the
future," says Allan Edwards, Mitcheldean's
representative on the Xerox Europe
Forum and chairman of the Bargaining
Unit. "Today's competition is global; our
staff associations and unions must not only
be concerned directly with members, but
also with the health of the business, and
with its ability to compete with its global
competitors."
More than three years ago, a TUC (Trades
Union Congress) team in the South West
of the UK launched the 'Union Learning
Initiative' (ULI) to help improve its members' knowledge and workplace skills.
"This was a crucial step," says Allan. "We
truly believe it was a 'win win' initiative."
The aim of the Union Learning Initiative was to improve basic skills, so that
all employees could develop and grow
by acquiring improved communications,
technical and IT skills. "This benefits the
employees," says Allan, "expanding their
opportunities in the job market, it gives
employers a reserve of better qualified
people, and it enables the whole business
to be more flexible and adapt more easily
to technical and marketing change."
A key element of the Initiative was the
Union Learning Representative, a union
specialist in education and learning, who
helps union members to evaluate their

From left to right: Craham Crir^dle - Xerox ULR coordmator, Tracey £vons, Allan
Edwards, Artdrew Billir\gham, Dmo Nardecchia, Helen Stewart and Paul Mason

existing skills, decide on learning requirements, and then find a suitable course or
study method to improve.
With full backing from Mitcheldean's
management team who are working
closely with the Union Learning Representatives on project development, seven
Learning Representatives have been studying one day a week, for five weeks, with
the University of Gloucestershire, including taking two examinations, in English
and Maths, to help them understand and
find the best methods of helping everyone at Mitcheldean.
Xerox people on the course included: Graham Grindle, Dino Nardecchia, Paul Mason, Andrew Billingham, Helen Stewart,
Tracey Evans and Allan Edwards.
Graham Grindle, the Union Learning Co-
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ordinator, was heavily involved when the
ULI started in 2001. "Our great challenge,"
he said, "is to persuade our people to get
started. We know that once they start
they are keen to continue, but at this
stage awareness is everything." Allan continued " Our first action is a questionnaire
to all our members to help establish their
general requirements, but later we plan a
confidential evaluation service in the form
of lunchtime 'drop-in' sessions."
"One thing is for sure," adds Allan, "the
better our skills, the better our job security. The more skilled we become, the more
options the business has for new products
and processes, and we all have a chance to
make every working day more satisfying
and interesting. So, the Union Learning Initiative is a 'win' for the employees, a win
for the business and a win for our futures,
working together."

XE Procurement and the SQA department in Brno:

Western quality with
Eastern Block prices

A

bout four years after the iron curtain came
down and Eastern Europe was open to
companies from the West, Xerox also sought
out new opportunities. With the achievement of
low prices, it wasn't a surprise that a Procurement,
Service & Quality Assurance (XE SQA) office was
opened in Brno in the Czech Republic. Jan Poker,
commodity manager Global Purchasing XVE and
Paul de Vries, manager Supplier Quality Assurance
were involved at the beginning of the project and
look back at how it has gone.

"Towards the end of 1994 we started looking for suppliers in Eastern Europe who
could supply products at a good price, but
also of a high standard" says Jan. "We
initially found about 10 suppliers and
over the years, more suppliers have been
added to the list whilst others have been
dropped. We still use 10 different suppliers and together they ensure a saving each
year of 35%."

Quality
worries
Jan and Paul did not search out these suppliers on their own and involved Milan Kosorin and Jan Strej^ek, who also now run
the office in Brno. "You could say that Milan and Jan broke into the suppliers market for us", Paul adds. "Before starting in
1995, they first completed a SQA training
course in Venray. They brought with them
the necessary background, both having

Milan Kosorin and Jan Strej^ek

just finished technical studies and passing an MBA degree (Master of Business
Administration). And, of course, they both
speak fluent English."
Milan and Jan's daily task isto support suppliers in the area of quality concerns. They
do this so well that the products delivered
to us from Eastern Europe are as good as
any product a western company delivers.
Jan explains, "Especially in the early years,
a lot of time was spent on quality. Paul
and I took it in turns to spend one week
each month in the Czech Republic. When
we arrived Milan and Jan had made appointments with several suppliers who
we visited to see if they were suitable for
our organization. In the beginning, the
activity was mostly procurement but once
suppliers had been found, you could concentrate on the quality and delivery time.
Nowadays we do not visit Brno as often.
Milan and Jan have everything under control and every three months, one of them
will visit Venray. Our day to day communication is via e-mail and the telephone."
Big changes in the situation
In the early days, according to Jan, a few
communication hurdles had to be overcome. "Some suppliers spoke a bit of German, but most were more Russian orientated. Above all you also walked straight
into the legacy of communism, i.e, rigid
hierarchical company structures. Compared to then, the situation has greatly
improved and people are much more
aware of costs, quality and delivery times.
So when talking about Brno, you can refer
to a successful mission."

X
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Learning method planners

New learning method guarantees that
planners have a general level of knowledge

N

ot so long ago, as a junior planner in SSA, you
learnt your trade from a colleague who had been
working the same way for many years. Not an
ideal situation. Therefore a few planners, together with
colleagues from line management and Human Resources,
developed a learning method that better suits the needs of
the planner population.
The planners, Eric Goorsenberg
and Len Heldens, are incredibly
pleased with the new learning method. "Before we began
with this learning method there
was not an awful lot available to
the planners in SSA to develop"
says Eric. "Therefore we decided to create a learning method
which would allow new planners to achieve a certain level
of knowledge and which would
also allow senior planners to remain up-to-date and give more
insight into their work."

Eric Goorsenberg

More
efficient
There are about 45 planners in SSA. The
learning method for junior planners has
already begun. The current goal is to have
the learning method up and running before the summer for senior planners. Both
learning methods consist of different
modules, which can be utilized as a whole, individually
or within a group. Eric adds:
"Certain parts of the course
can be followed via XVLE, so
called e-learning. In SSA there
are two computers available
to employees, which can be
reserved and there is also the
possibility of working from
home by logging on. Very
easy!"

A great start
"The final goal" Len explains "is
that every planner is completely up-to-date on the logistics processes
within XE and is able to utilize them. For
example, a planner is someone who is constantly communicating with suppliers and
engineers. They need to be able to do this
efficiently. Therefore, the learning method includes courses in communication and
negotiating."
According to Eric there was another reason for the emergence of the learning
method: "A large number of planners said
that there was a need for more system
documentation. Now there are all sorts
of work guides allowing junior planners
to find their way around, but which are
also handy for the experienced planner to
fall back on." Len adds: "With a learning
method you are also offering planners a

positive for personal development. In this
way a planner's role can also be a great
step in furthering your career. Therefore it
is a good thing that our management are
adding the learning method to the Personal Development plan."

Len Heldens
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In terms of the question of
what this development means
to Xerox, Eric is very clear: "I
expect this learning method
to offer a clear structure to
junior, as well as senior planners. This will allow us to work
more efficiently and now,
there is a guarantee for a collective general knowledge level."

Visit - Anne Mulcahy

Anne Mulcahy visits Dundalk

O

n Monday 1st March, Anne Mulcahy
made a short visit to Dundalk.
Starting with a walk-through the
mezzanine for a view across the PSG Operations
floor, the Site Management Team then presented
quick overviews on each of the 3 business centres
(PSG, Electronics and Colour Toner).
The main focus of the visit was a
site wide communication meeting where Anne gave a general
update on Xerox, followed by a
Question & Answer session. Before leaving the site she took time
to chat informally with a few employees from PSG.
During the visit Anne emphasised
in particular the efforts made to
promote team events and the obvious people focus in Dundalk as
well as the environmental, health
and safty performance since production start-up in 1999.
From left to right: Malachy Kerr, Pat Muckiar] and Anne Mukahy

From left to right: Fioria Duffy, Gerry Sheehy, Fioria Fir}r}egar} and Anne Mulcahy

She concluded that Dundalk had a solid platform in
the form of the three business centres but as always
had to remain competitive
and best in class to continue to attract further and
new business.
It was a great honour to
have Anne visit Dundalk
and for her to spend time
talking to everyone during
her very busy schedule.
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Damian Brady

Damian Brady and his love
of Line Dancing

L

ine Dancing is a great way of Iceeping fit and I
would encourage anybody to take it up. I know
people snigger when I try and explain how
great Line Dancing really is, but people shouldn't
scoff until they try it for themselves".

Electronics Repair Team Leader Damian
Brady took up Line Dancing as a hobby 10
years ago.
Together with his wife Attracta, they went
along to some classes in their hometown
of Newry and now, Damian and his wife
are National Coaches and International
Judges.
"When I look back I really didn't think that
Line Dancing would have become such a
big part of my life. When I took up dancing for the first time it was really only as a

hobby and a way of keeping fit". Damian
explains, "one night, after about a year of
dancing, we were at our local venue and
the dance instructor didn't arrive for that
nights class. To avoid the disappointment
of missing a class, I stood in for him as the
instructor. A few days later I received a
phone call and was asked if I would like to
instruct the class on a regular basis. At first,
I thought it was a joke until the owner of
the venue contacted me and confirmed it
to be true. At the start I had a small class,
but this eventually grew to three classes a

week. As an instructor, I got to know other
instructors from my own area and from all
over Ireland. We decided to form an association to help promote and to coordinate
line dancing activities across the country."
"I have had some fantastic experiences being involved in Line Dancing. I have made
some great friends and have also, as a competitor and a judge, travelled to events all
over Europe and the USA. I wouldn't have
changed it for anything".

Meet...
Fell in love, got engaged, got
married:
To Kev, a Gas engineer, we've just
celebrated 11 years of marriage.
Education:
Double View Secondary Modern.
Position:
Manager - UK/IRE & Belgium EPP,
OPCO Communications.
Company History:
Joined Xerox in 1988 as a Spares
packer, working through various
materials related roles to arrive at my
current position, which I have held for
the last 15 months.
Hobbies:
Travelling, gardening, reading, and
spending quality time with 2 very
special little people, my grandchildren
Cameron & Scarlet.

How I feel
on Monday
mornings:
Wondering just
where the weekend
has gone so quickly.
Character:
Straight forward and open, but my
children would probably say hormonal!
I hate:
Rude, ignorant people.
Favourite wish:
That my parents could see me now.
My Motto:
What goes around, comes around!
A t Xerox, I would like to walk
for a day in the shoes of:
No one, mine fit quite nicely.
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Favourite food:
Traditional Sunday lunch, and someone
offering to wash up afterwards.
For me, Xerox is:
A company which has given me many
opportunities.
Holiday country:
France last year, beautiful country with
the added bonus of fine wines.
This year to Cuba, 2 weeks of pure
relaxation, bliss!!!
Most recent b o o k or film:
'Lost Girl' by local author Caroline
Roberts, an autobiography of her
traumatic life.
W h a t should they do a bit more
in Xerox:
Give you enough time to do a good
job.

X

Workshop

XE Purchasing Manager's Workshop
worth repeating
nder the heading Xerox Europe Purchasing
Manager's Workshop, Global Purchasing
(GP) presented an informative and
interactive course in Venray. The two day event
offered purchasing managers from 13 European
countries an ideal chance to share successes with GP,
to swap Ideas about future visions and to reaffirm
the importance of working together (throughout
Europe) in relation to productivity processes and
electronic purchasing strategies.
According to Paul Dean, XE Global Purchasing Manager, cost reduction and
simplification of the business are the top
priorities within XE GP. "The aim of the
workshop was to work together to search
out ways to streamline processes, to channel knowledge and to profit from working together in Europe. We hope that
along the way we will set new productivity standards for the future."
Strong relations
2003 was a successful year for the NonProduction Purchasing Organization (XE
NPP).
Throughout XE, this part of the company
realized a saving of $72,2 million. Not surprising then that the aims and challenges
for 2004 are even higher. Amy Gamble
says: "We expect XE NPP to realize a yearly
saving of 7-10%. The European Purchasing
Managers have the means to achieve this
and the strong relations between internal
departments is an integral part of this."
Counsellors
Although productivity remains an important point, in 2004, thought will also be
given to other areas which directly affect
quality, added value and cash flow. Amy
adds: "XE Purchasing Managers will ensure that the most important business

process, E-business is compatible and
within reason, contract out work to preferred suppliers and realize better payment terms. This will mean that they will
have to work as counsellors in order to
achieve this."
A brain storming session during the work-

shop in Venray produced at least 119 new
ideas as a basis from which managers in
the XE Purchasing departments can more
effectively and efficiently profit from each
other. Amy: "This is how NPP will carry on
doing business, with high ethical standards whilst still keeping the suppliers on
a knife edge."

Employees enthusiastic about massage week:

Mt was a devine dance'

E

nergize our people... this
is one of the aims which
Xerox Venray gave itself
last year in order to bring more
rest to the organization and even
more to the people who work
here. A number of theme weeks
were part of this aim. March saw
the first of these theme weeks, a
massage week.
Whoever was ready to under go a 'service'
was able to choose from a relaxing chair
or foot massage. Hundreds of employees
took advantage of this chance and enthusiastically took a place on the massage
chair, allowed their feet to be massaged or
enjoyed a revitalizing massage on a comfortable table.
A relaxing effect
For Xerox employee Jan Rosenberg (Supply Delivery Unit), the massage month
was extra special. As an SDU employee,
he was able to forget his work for a week
as, in his profession as foot masseur, he
massaged more than 80 employee's feet
within a week. Pressure point here, pressure point there... within twenty minutes
he had a clear view of what sort of state

jan

Peter Linders

a colleagues body was in. "All organs in
your body correspond with different pressure points in the sole of your foot. Talking with and massaging someone you can

able. The main aim was relaxation. "But
of course you explain what foot reflex
massage is and what it can achieve. And
sometimes that went a long way, natural-

work out if someone has, for example,
joint or muscle pain. These complaints
can be reduced or cured by foot reflex
massage. And if you do not have any sort
of pain, then foot
reflex massage is a
good way to relax.
In any event you
leave me feeling
better than when
you came."

ly I constantly asked questions during the
massage. I then saw that with different
parts of the sole of the foot and pressure
points, that I was treating someone with
possible digestive problems. There were
also people who after 15 minutes would
say "good Lord Jan, you are right". I have
even advised a few people to go to the
doctor. Nothing dramatic, just for a checkup. I can only advise what the complaints
could be and never what the trouble actually is."

Positive
reactions
Normally Jan needs
a half hour for the
first treatment, but
the time was of
course not avail-

The reactions to Jan's massages were incredibly positive. He could have carried
on for another week. "Also for myself, as I
have also gained a lot of energy for myself
from the week."

Rosenberg
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"A highly useful
initiative"
Gerben Geraedts (Spares planner, ELCSSA) was one of the many employees
who had a foot reflex massage. "My
wife has had good experience with
foot massage, so I thought 'why not?'
Not that 1 had any ailments, but I

wanted to see how relaxing it could be.
Besides, I thought it was a highly useful
initiative of Xerox. As an employer it is
important that you are interested in and
invest in the welfare of your employees.
I am interested to see what else Xerox is
planning."

Relaxed

Results
About three hundred employees took part in March's massage
weeks. The results are shown in
the table below.

Energetic /
Relaxed

Neutral

Moderately energetic / Relaxed

Not energetic /
Relaxed

Vitality/
Energy

31%

52%

7%

2%

0%

Relaxed

53%

41%

4%

3%

0%

Old rockers never die

'Modern day pop musi
rubbish'

F

or those people who
spent their teenage
years in Liverpool in
the 1960's there was no
escape: that is where pop
music was born and you
were part of it whether you
liked it or not. Liverpool
was full of musical talent
and of course the Beatles
were leading the way. Paul
Swanton (54), Customer
Solutions Officer in Venray,
let himself be influenced by
the music and this laid the
basis for his own musical
career. The full story.

beginning of their careers."

The Rolling Stones
"I have never been a real fan of the Beatles
as they were a bit too tame for me. 1 was
more into new wave rock and therefore
the Rolling Stones, a bit rougher, but that
was what I liked the most. My boss Hans
Gordebeke does not call me 'Mick' for
nothing. In 1967, I started playing music
myself, in the army. I played the keyboards
and piano and ended up in the regimental band. After my national service I didn't
play in a band for a long time, until in
1988, I ended up in Groesbeek, near Ni"I lived just outside Liverpool and two
jmegen. I became a roadie for the Monkilometers away from, amongst others, tana Red Dogs and went with them to
Paul McCartney, George Harrison and
performances, mostly at motorbike clubs,
the lead singer of Gerry and the Pace- in order to set everything up. During one
makers. Not that I knew them personally, of the concerts, 1 met a singer who was not
but you often went to their performanc- singing in a band at that time and togethes or to the Moby Dick, a pub where mu- er we set up our own band. Burn Out. We
sicians sought each other out every Sun- played real seventies rock: Deep Purple,
day. Just to see them was great.
Ozzy Osbourne, AC/DC, etc, but unfortuA wonderful time, as they were all at the
nately, after the sudden death of one of
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our members, the band ceased to exist.
1 didn't start playing again until 1996
when I joined a band from Nijmegen,
the Midnight Blues Band."
A handful of grit
"That was when I first started to sing. Just
before the end of a performance there
was a request for Maggie May, a Rod
Stewart song. A bit of a shot in the dark,
but my voice is a mixture of Rod Stewart, Bryan Adams and a handful of grit. A
perfect grating, raw and above all, deep
voice. The song suited me down to the
ground. Since those days I sing more often, as I now play in two rock bands, the
Midnight Blues Band and Try Out. After
a stressful day, playing music by Lynyrd
Skynyrd, Thin Lizzy or the Rolling Stones
is a perfect way to unwind. And it works
better than listening to today's awful
pop music. It really is rubbish. The last
band that I thought were any good was
Duran Duran and that is at least fifteen
years ago. So be it."

Dundalk effeciency

Big improvements in Production Efficiency at
the Dundalk Colour Toner Plant

A

s a business, the Dundalk Colour
Toner Plant have applied Lean Six
Sigma tools to increase production
yields, drive cost savings in excess of € BOOK
and reduce the amount of waste Toner to
landfill by over 25,000 Kg's.
Derek Bellamy

Derek Bellamy, Senior Manufacturing Engineer with DCTP, and the person leading
the project, explains: "the Problem Statement noted that Cyclone Efficiency levels
were not achieving the designed efficiency of 99.5% on particles equal to or greater
than 5 microns. Additive losses were also
noted to be high from all four Screening
Lines. The overall aim of the project was
to improve the efficiency levels from approximately 96% to the designed levels
of 99+% and to reduce the additive losses.
The additives are critical t o the performance of the toner as they control the tribo
of the toner and improve the lubrication in
the fuser of Xerox machines."
B e t t e r use
When production commenced at the DCTP
in 2000 the initial cyclones installed were
designed for larger particle sizes. In 2002,
when the project commenced, a different Product type was being manufactured
which involved a smaller particle size. The
smaller particles give better definition
and print quality but this resulted in the
losses of both additives and yield. Using
various L6S DMAIC process tools in the
Define, Measure & Analyse stages led the
project to the Improvement stage with
Benchmarking playing a major role. The
overall savings of the Project are approx
€ 344,000 based on the previous rolling 12
months production levels. There has also
been significant Environmental savings
with over 25,500 Kgs of Toner no longer
going to Landfill. Now that the project is
at the wrap-up stages it paves the way for
big improvements in production in 2004.
Production operator's time can now be

10

put to better use and away from regularly
handling of scrap, which was a dirty and
dusty job. Further Continuous Improvement is also now being targeted with the
introduction of purpose built

and instructions in an effort t o identify
further route causes of Product Variable
variability. Cp & Cpk tracking is also being
implemented with the thought of 'if you
don't measure it how can you improve it'
firmly in mind."

Measure
David: "Statistical Process Control Software System that gives instant feed back

DCTP Cyclone

I

Screener: CFD Update
Xindicator of
T.Vel. Is an
tlie separation vortex
efficiency. IHigher
velocity near peripheral
walls is better. Current
DCTP shows shortcircuiting of flow

Tangential Velocity

DCTP-Current

Pathlines of Flow
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Flow pathlines confinn
tendency for shortcircuiting of flow for
DCTP current.
Proposed design
shows ideal flow.

9

Meet...

Ian Browne and persuade him to get
the Stone Roses back together.

David "Frenchy" Co.

My Motto:
Why put off to tomorrow what you
can do today

Age:
30
Fell in love, got married:
Currently young free and single.
Education:
I grew up in Belgium so my Secondary
Schooling was there. One year in
school in England and the remainder
in the U.S where I received my
High School Diploma. I also went
to Georgia College where I studied,
but did not complete my Associate
Degree.
Position:
PSG Technician.
Company History:
Joined in April 2000 as a PSG
Technician. I have worked in all areas,
SITCO, Modtest and now Light Reman.
Previously worked in the US Air
Force, based in North Carolina, as an
electrician in the Ground Maintenance

Crew for 4 years, reaching the rank of
Senior Airman.
Hobbies:
Listening to music, soccer, chess and
an American card game called "Magic the Gathering", which you can actually
buy in Ireland.
How I feel on a Monday:
Wrecked from the weekend and
already looking forward to Friday.
Character:
Outgoing, easygoing, friendly and
"good craic" (good crack).

At Xerox i would like to walk in
the shoes of:
Nobody, my own shoes are big enough
to fill.
Favourite Food:
Chinese and Italian. The more spice
and garlic the better.
For me, Xerox is:
A Company making a difference,
where I have great colleagues.
Holiday Country:
Spain.
Most recent book or film:
"Battle Royale", a Japanese movie with
subtitles.

I Hate:
Mondays, pessimists and hypocrisy.
Favourite wish:
To be in a rock band, have a pint with

W h a t should they do a bit more
of at Xerox:
Recognise group and team efforts and
commitments.

Finance day

Tinance is ready!'

T

hose of you who were looking, probably saw
the group of Finance employees searching for
the way to the Finance Day, held in Venray
on the 19th and 20th January. There were at least
64 XEM&SC employees who took part: 14 from
Mitcheldean and Dundalk and the remainder from
Venray.
Finance Day offered various goals, the first
being that the organization wants the f i nanciais for 2004 to be very sharp and to
define the relevant aims for the organization. Secondly, the meeting was to make
sure that everyone was pointing in the
same direction and therefore strengthen
the team spirit.

the group develop the Finance
Performance Excellence Plan.
Finance has to be an organization that you can count on, is
flexible and reacts quickly to
changing situations, showing business figures clearly and accurately. Our future is in
our own hands.

Perry Buenen, Marcel Frielinck and a mini
HR delegation also shared their vision
for 2004 which helped sub teams within

This was made clear during the juggling
lessons. If you can't see the wider picture
then you can never keep all the balls in the
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air with two hands. Or in Finance terms:
"It is not about the figures, but about the
business". If you understand this, then as
a Finance organization you can add value
to a company. A wise lesson, which also
fits in with our day-to-day work. Finance
is ready!

II

Programme team

truly European new programme team!'

W

ith Xerox launching new products at
increasing rates we interviewed Steve
Pomeroy and Clive Cowmeadow from
the heart of the new product delivery function
at Welwyn Garden City.
New products are vital to us all. However,
it's not enough to design an innovative
product, Xerox can only make profit and
revenue from them if they are available on
time, easy to manufacture with inherently
high levels of quality and at the right price.
These are the responsibilities of the Manufacturing Resource Team (MRT) Functional Group, which includes XM&SC people
from Venray, Dundalk and Mitcheldean, all
based at Welwyn Garden City and working closely with every one, especially the
OPDU and the product marketing teams..
Integration at every level is the name of
the game here. The New Programme Delivery Team functions as one single unit.
Success is defined as a steady transition, on
time, from prototype product to manufacture and delivery with high levels of customer satisfaction.

Once a new product is
signed off, five teams,
led by Alan Knowlton, take the product
through
to
volume
manufacture. The team
leaders are Materials
manager Simon Hanson,
New Programs manager
Theon Sanders, System
Integration & Delivery
manager Steve Pomeroy,
MRT Quality Assurance
manager Clive Cowmeadow, and Integration
Quality (Mature Post
Launch) manager Toon Some of the NPDT Team, from L to R: Ton Janssen. Give Cowmeadow, Jon
Simons, Thijs Peelen and Rene Stevens
Peters. Supporting all
these five as required are Equipment Pack- agers report to MRT manager (Program
aging specialists Barry Saggers and Paul Office) Barry Dixon, who has overall acMackenzie.
countability for all new programs, extendSimon Hanson's role is overtly commercial. His team sources the modules and piece parts, plans and develops supply schedules and establishes
costs and related contracts dealing
with full service suppliers, such as
Fuser Delivery Unit, Flextronics and
other major global suppliers.
As soon as volume production is committed, each new product is usually
assigned its own special champion,
the MRT Project manager, who stays
with the product right through the
transition from pilot to production,
and often right up to the time when
remanufacturing commences.

Steve Pomeroy and Stuart Love
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Currently here are four MRT Project
managers, Ben van der Wielen
(HCSS), Matt James (Stirling), Ian
Hirst (Leander and Alchemy), and
Terry Skeels (Armada), with one vacant slot for Colossus. All these man-
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ing from new starts activity to production
line balance.
Throughout the process, each of the MRT
Project managers works closely with the
New Programs Team, Theon Sanders and
other MRT team members. Theon, originally based at Venray, mainly provides
the ISC resident interface between Xerox,
VALO and the full service suppliers, especially Flextronics, looking at standards,
times and costs of assembly, and providing
regular performance reviews.
Steve Pomeroy's Systems Integration team,
including a number of specialists relocated
from Mitcheldean, develops and delivers the assembly and product integration
process, and plans the programme rampup. They ensure that products are designed for easy, fault-free assembly, with
blueprints covering all aspects of manufacture, related standard assembly times
(and costs) and, where appropriate, field
maintenance and replacement procedures.

Steve also has management responsibility
for the pilot plant, where significant quantities of prototype product are built.
Quality performance is the remit of Clive
Cowmeadow's team, who oversee all
modules and components supplied by
global sources in China, California, Venray,
Scotland and other locations too numerous to mention. This obviously leads to
some serious travelling, involving substantial accumulation of 'air miles', though no
time to take advantage!

Once the products are close to market.
Toon Peters and his team manage the
transition to volume production, fine-tuning all the assembly and quality procedures, and concentrating on any problems
or enhancements identified as part of volume field trials or initial production runs.
Steve Pomeroy and Clive Cowmeadow
agree that the new MRT organisation
works well. "It has given us new levels
of daily visible interaction that have benefited the whole group," says Steve. Clive

also identifies other benefits. "The mix of
people is excellent," he says, "and I have
really appreciated the advantages of creative diversity. We all have a good relationship with each other and enjoy invaluable
feedback. When you look at the growing
rate of new product introduction in the
next two years, we will have a challenging
task ensuring that the future looks bright
for Xerox."

Sally Meek

Ladies' Golf Club Captain

S

ally Meek, from the Human
Resources team in Mitcheldean,
is demonstrating her sound
leadership and organisational skills
as Ladies' Captain of her golf club in
Monmouth. We asked her to share her
experiences so far with us.

"Having been with Xerox for nearly 30
years", says Sally, "I've had the opportunity to work in several different roles,
learn lots of skills and gain a great deal
of experience, all of which have not only
helped me with my career, but have also
become invaluable as I take on the role of
Ladies' Captain for 2004. It's a great honour to be asked to be Captain, but it's also
a decision and responsibility that cannot

MONMOUTH
GOLF
CLUB

be taken lightly. To perform the role successfully means you must be committed
to the cause. To say yes means two years
of involvement in running the Ladies' Section of the golf club (as well as sitting on
the Club's Management Committee); firstly as Vice-Captain and then Captain. Your
personal time is not always your own, the
phone can ring at any time, decisions are
needed and, with regards to the Ladies'
section, your decision is final.
But, as well as the honour, there
is one additional benefit that is
the envy of all; a reserved car
parking space!"

r

Reword
"I appoint a Vice-Captain and
Committee to support me
throughout the year and we
hold regular monthly meetings. This in itself is a good test
of meeting skills. Can you imagine a dozen ladies talking in one
room at one time? Luckily we are
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a fairly organised bunch, always starting
with an Agenda, publishing Minutes and,
because meetings are held in the evening,
finishing on time! Apart from organising
and managing events, matches and teams,
there are many competitions both home
and away to coordinate, often resulting in
lengthy phone calls. The reward is when
all the plans come together and everyone
has enjoyed their day - it makes everything worthwhile."
Enjoying golf
"\e always liked sport and played
league badminton before taking up the
challenge of golf ten years ago. I'm lucky
in the fact that my partner Mike is also a
keen golfer, we play in matches and competitions together and have actually won
some! My ambition this year is to fulfil the
role of Ladies' Captain to the best of my
ability, whilst at the same time enjoying
my golf and everything that goes with it."
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Production equipment carriers down graded to museum piece

A bit of a sad goodbye

I

n January the plug was pulled on the oldest
production equipment in Venray, equipment
which came into use in the 1960's. For forty
years the equipment produced uncountable kilo's
of carriers for the Xerox toners. Modern quality
requirements now demanded for products, resulted
in the retirement of the production equipment.
It was a bit of a sad goodbye.
A few months ago the production process "That still applies now. It would not be the
was taken over by modern machines and first time we have extracted a clump of
these cannot be compared to the 'old style' sand out of the vat, which you then disof production. Hans Buytendijk, process card. The inside wall of the old vat is full
engineer, knows all about it. "These days of dents."
steel filings are coated, but in the 1960's
we began by wet coating large grains of Glass pearls
sand. It was a special sort of sand that After grains of sand, glass pearls were inwas transported here all the way from troduced, but they did not get past the
Canada. We called it Ottawasand. These experimental stage. The steel filings did
grains of sand were coated in a layer of pass the experimental stage and they still
varnish, which was a very slow process. I form the basis of the present day carriers.
can still picture the equipment of buck- "And so many types of copiers...., so many
ets and chains. After being varnished, the different types of carriers" says Hans Buysand would be thrown into a vat via a sieve tendijk.
system, which creaked and groaned all day Joop van der Werf: "Even so, development
long, and was not exactly quick. In those does not stand still. Photocopiers continue
days making carrier products was a skillful
process and every detail had to be
checked. Nowadays the process is
more or less automatic, which just
needs to be observed."
Pressure and
temperature
regulation
Engineering colleague Joop van
der Werf: "In the beginning the
biggest problems were regulating pressure and temperature.
The grains of sand were thrown
into the vat and with the help of
a vacuum pump a specific pressure would be achieved. Next to
the vat was a bucket of varnish
and, via a tube, the coating had
to be sucked into the vat within a
certain time."
"And that could not go too quickly
or slowly, otherwise you would
get clumps of varnish or hardly
any varnish on the grains." Adds
operator Hans Hoeben.
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to develop and modernize, and these
then need smaller and smaller steel filings.
Therefore we are automatically heading
towards a more refined production technique. For example, we have not used
wet varnish since January, but a powder
varnish. In doing so you end up no longer
needing the old equipment."
"Nevertheless you always have your memories," according to Hans Buytendijk. "Even
if it is just the fun things. For example,
someone needs a sample and nonchalantly takes a handful of coated grains of
sand out of the vat. They were so static
that your hair stood on end and when you
grabbed hold of a door handle sparks flew
everywhere."

From left to right: Hans Hoeben, Hans Buijtendijk and Joop van der Werf
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Balanced Achievement Award

Balanced Achievement Award - Q4 2003

D

uring the February M&SC and
Country Logistics Managers
Workshop in Venray, the winners
of the M&SC Balanced Achievement Award
for quarter 4 was announced. Despite stiff
competition from several other countries,
the eventual winners were Xerox Germany.
Norbert Rippegather and Joachim Kiessling
received the award on behalf of Germany
Logistics. In attendance at the presentation, were Logistics Managers representing
all of the countries / entities across Xerox
Europe.
In presenting the solid bronze sculpture to
Norbert and Joachim, Perry Buenen recognised Germany Logistic's strong quarter 4
performance, noting in particular:
• An excellent Parts inventory result with
a better than plan performance and
12% quarter to quarter reduction.

Meet...

Excellent working relationship across all
key functions in M&SC.
Equipment inventory, whilst worse than
plan (all countries were!) showed a
quarter to quarter reduction of 4%.
Equipment DOS at 17, was one of the
better country performances.
Costs in absolute terms, were seven
tenths lower than the previous year.

Company History:
Joined on Istjuly, 1973.
Hobbies:
Football, tennis and going for walks in
the country with my dog.
How i feel on Monday mornings:
It all depends whether we have won
at football or not! If we lose I can
sometimes be a bit grumpy.
Character:
Open, fair, sociable.

Fell in love, got married:
Married to Marij and we have one son.

I Hate:
People who have no discipline.

Education:
Bakers school. Internal courses within
Xerox.

Favourite wish:
To stay happy and healthy.

Position:
Supervisor in the ELC, Service Supply
Chain.

My motto:
A day without laughing is a day not
lived.
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During 2003, Germany Logistics won the
award in two of the four quarters - a truly
balanced achievement.

A t Xerox I would like to walk in
the shoes of:
I would not want to do that to another.
Favorite food:
Pasta dishes, as long as there is no fish.
For me, Xerox is:
after 30 years is still a challenge.
Holiday country:
As long as there is nice countryside and
not too hot, I do not mind.
Most recent book/film:
Dr Wayne Dwyer - Het heft in eigen
handen
W h a t they should do a bit more
of at Xerox is:
Treat and respect everyone the same.
I cannot really say more, seeing that I
am perfectly happy at Xerox, as already
mentioned in an earlier question.
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Balance

1850 copies printed
(850 English/1000 Dutch)

Sometimes a word can make you think
hard. Consider the title of this piece.
Balance. The Oxford English Dictionary
gives a definition which anyone of us
could invent: a condition in which the
weight on both sides of a scale are the
same. Metaphorically you can consider
balance to also be a condition of well
being, or less solemn, as a condition in
which you feel good.
But when do you feel good? The obvious answer is, when you do one thing
and you do not
have to leave another. That you,
while restricting
it to your own
particular circle,
have to work
hard, but that the
work is in a pleasant and stimulating environment.
This environment
receives in Xerox
in general and
M&SC
in particular more and
more chance to
evolve. Of course
we all have to
focus incredibly
hard on costs. But
this does not prevent us from doing
and stimulating the nicer things.

Editorial Board:
Implementation Manager:
Mark Barnard
(HR, +44 (0)1594 591800)

And I am not only talking about massages in Venray or the activities of the
fun teams in Dundalk,
although
these also take a
part in the sense
of well being. I am
also talking about
self-improvement
and
self-realization. Anyone who
is prepared to
grow in our rapidly
developing
organization will
get the opportunity to do so.
Of course this all
costs money, but
it will pay for itself very quickly. If
you develop and
improve because
you take advantage of the chances you
are given, then you also work better.
That you, and also the organization, will
benefit from this I am in not doubt.
In my last column I asked you all to
think colour. Three months later I look
around and I believe many people took
on board what I said. Xerox M&SC is
becoming a better and better place to
earn you daily crust. Precisely because
the organization is balanced.
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